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Abstract 
In convex optimization, a strong duality theory which states that the 
optimal values of the primal problem and the Lagrangian dual problem 
are equal and the dual problem attains its maximum plays an important 
role. With easily visualized physical meanings, the strong duality 
theories have also been wildly used in the study of economical 
phenomenon and operation research. 
In this thesis, we reserve the first chapter for an introduction on the basic 
principles and some preliminary results on convex analysis ； in the 
second chapter, we will study various regularity conditions that could 
lead to strong duality, from the classical ones to recent developments; in 
the third chapter, we will present stable Lagrangian duality results for 
cone-convex optimization problems under continuous linear 
perturbations of the objective function . In the last chapter, Lagrange 
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Introduction 
In convex optimization, a strong duality theory which states that the optimal 
values of the primal problem and the Lagrangian dual problem are equal and the 
dual problem attains its maximum plays an important role. With easily visual-
ized physical meanings, the strong duality theories have also been wildly used in 
the study of economical phenomenon and operation research. In this thesis, we 
aim to give a systematical survey on the main features concerning the Lagrangian 
duality for cone-convex constraint optimization problems. 
Chapter 1 serves as a preparation for later discussions, there we collect some 
basic definitions and well known facts，such as properties of epigraphs, separation 
of convex sets, etc. In section 4，we also include a subdifferential sum formulae 
which will be frequently used in the subsequent studies. 
Starting from Chapter 2’ we will focus on characterizing optimal solutions of 
cone-convex constraint optimization problems using strong duality method. The 
strong duality requires a technical condition known as a constraint qualification 
(CQ). Many results on CQs have been given in literature. Here we select three 
of the most typical ones, namely Slater's condition, the basic constraint qualifi-
cation and the closed cone constraint qualification( see [ 3, 8，18，22’ and 23]). 
In the last section, we will examine the Lagrange multipliers from a geometric 
point of view. 
In real applications, the constraint qualifications may sometimes fail to sat-
isfy. To overcome this, various modified Lagrange multiplier conditions without a 
constraint qualification have been studied (see [6, 7, and 19]). In the last chapter, 
we will first present two sequential multiplier conditions, and then see how they 
are related to the Lagrange multiplier theories in the classical sense. Examples in 
semi-infinite programming will also be given to illustrate the significance of the 




Unless stated otherwise, we assume throughout this thesis that X is a real normed 
linear space with the topological dual space denoted by X* . The unit ball and 
dual unit ball of X is denoted by Bx and Mx* respectively. For x e X and 
X* G X*, we adopt the bilinear form notation to represent the value x*{x). 
Let Y be another normed linear space. Denote the space of all continuous linear 
operators from X to y by B{X, Y). 
We denote the extended real line by [—00, +00]. We adopt the standard nota-
tions in [26]: let f / be a subset of X，a function /： [ /—> [—00，+00] is said to be 
proper if f{x) + - 0 0 for all x G [/ and f(xo) e R for at least one Xq e U. The ef-
fective domain of f is defined to be the set {x e U : f{x) < + 0 0 } , and is denoted 
by dom f. The epigraph of f is defined to be the set {{x,r) eU xR : f ( x ) ^ r} , 
and is denoted by epi f. Note that f is lower semicontinuous if and only if epi f 
is closed in the product space X x M. 
Let / be a function on X. The conjugate function f* : X* ^ (—00, + 0 0 ] is 
defined by 
f*(x*) = sup{(x,a;*> - f(x) : X e X}, for any x* G X*. 
Where is a function on X*, its conjugate function h* : X ^ ( - 0 0 , + 0 0 ] is 
defined dually by 
h*(x) = s\ip{{x,x*) — h(x*) : X* € X*}, for any x e X. 
Recall that the w*—topology in X* is, by definition, the weakest topology on 
which, for any x e X, the linear functional given by x* i-> {x,x*) is continuous. 
The iu*-convergence of a net {w*} C X* to some u* G X* is denoted by 
For a proper function f : X ^ (—00，+00]，its lower semicontinuous regular-
ization c l / is defined to be the function whose epigraph is equal to the closure of 
epi / in X X E : 
epi (cl f) = cl epi f. 
A pointwise formulation of c l / reads 
(cl/)(a:) = lim inf f{y) for each x e X. (1.1.1) 
y*x 
We see from the epigraph definition that if f is convex, then c l / is also convex.The 
function c l / is characterized as the largest lower semicontinuous functions that 
minorizes / . Comparing with /**, which is known to be the largest lower semi-
continuous convex minorant of / ( see [27, Proposition 2.2.4]), we see immediately 
that 广 < cl / , and 
r = c l / (1.1.2) 
if f is convex. 
We state a well known result here: (see [30’ Corollary 2.3.2 and Theorem 2.3.3]) 
if / is a proper convex lower semicontinuous function on X, then its conjugate 
function f* is a proper convex wAlower semicontinuous function on X*, and 
r = /• (1.1.3) 
Let / be a proper convex function on X. Then the subdifferential of f at 
X e X, denoted by df{x), is defined by 
df{x) := {z* ex* : (y-x, z*) ‘ f(y) - f{x) for all y e X}. 
Clearly df{x) = 0 if a:楚 dom / . Recall the Young，s Inequality 
f{x) + f*{x*) ^ {x,x*) holds for any a: G G X*. (1.1.4) 
Note that 
fix) + r{x*) = (x,x*) if and only if G df{x). (1.1.5) 
In particular, {x*, {x,x*) - f(x)) e epi f* for each x* € df{x). 
Slightly generalizing the above idea, for a non-negative real number e ^ 0, the 
e-subdifferential of f at x e X is defined to be 
dj{x) := {z* ex*: (y-x, z*) ‘ f(y) — f{x) + e for all y e X}. 
It is direct to check that 
df{x) = f]dj{x), 
e〉0 
and that 
df{x) = d,{x) if 6 - 0 . 
Let f and g be proper functions on X , the functional fOg : X — [—00，+00 
defined by 
/•"�：=inUfiy) +g{x-y)} ^xeX 
y&X 
is called the infimal convolution of f and g. fDg is said to be exact at x if the 
infimum on the right hand side of the above defining inequality is attained by 
some y 6 X. 
Given a non-empty set AQX, the negative polar of A is defined by 
{x* G X* : {x,x*) ^0,\/xeA}. 
For a set 5 C X*, we define analogously the negative polar of B as 
B° :={xex ： {x,x*) B}. 
The dual cone of A，denoted by , is defined to be A'^ = -A°. 
There are two types of functions associated with AC X that will be frequently 
used in the subsequent discussions, namely the indicator function 6a and the 
support function a a] they are respectively defined on X and X*: 
0， X e A 
+00, X E X\A, 
and 
(7A{X*) ： = sup{x,x*)yx* e X' 
X€-4 
For any x* e X*, it is easy to see by continuity that 
M 工 = 喻 ”. (1. •6) 
Let 5 be a closed convex cone in Y. Then S induces a pre-order on Y via 
setting for any ？/i, y2 eY that yi (s 2/2 if and only if - ?/i € S. 
We say that a function g : X —> y is S-convex if for each Xi, X2 E X and 
A e [0,1], 
^(Axi + (1 - X)x2) ( s H工 1) + (1 — A)^(x2), (1.1.7) 
and that g is S-lower semicontinuous if for all x G X, for each y e Y with 
y ^s g[oc) and for any neighborhood Vy of ？/, there exists a neighborhood Vx of x 
9 
such that g{Vx) C Vy + S. 
Note that for y = IR and S = R+, these notations just reduce to the convexity 
and the lower semicontinuity in the usual sense. 
1.2 On Properties of Epigraphs 
Recall that for a function / defined on X, the strict epigraph of f is defined to 
be 
epi^ f = { (x ,r ) eX xR: f{x) < r}. 
Proposition 1.2.1. Let f and g be proper functions on X. Then 
(i) epi/* =epi5 f* ； 
(ii) epis {f*\^g*) = epis f* + epig g* 
Proof, (i) Obviously we have epi/* D epi^ f* . Conversely, suppose {x*,l3) e 
epif*也 .Then there exists a net (x*,^^) ^ epi广 convergent to {x*,l3} with 
respect to the w*-topology. Take a net 7a > 0 with lima7a = 0. Then (x*,^^ + 
7a) e e p i ^ r and l i m « , / ? a + 7 a ) = That is, {x\p) e which 
completes the proof of (i). 
(ii) Let {x\P) e epis Then there exists y* € X* such that 
( / * • 力 + / O r * - y*) < 
Denote a := (3 - (/*(?/*) + g\x* — y*)). Then a > 0, and so, {y*J*{y*) + a/2) e 
epis r and G epi^ g\ Thus, {x\p) € epi^ Z^+epi^ g\ 
The converse inclusion is obvious. • 
Next we are going to present a epigraph sum formulae; to do so, we need 
to make use of the following separation theorem describing the separation of a 
10 
convex functional and a concave functional by a continuous affine functional. The 
complete proof can be found in the Sandwich Theorem, [27, Theorem 1.5.2 . 
Theorem 1.2.2. [Sandwich Theorem] Let p, q : X (—oo, +oo] be proper 
convex functions such that —q[x) ^ p(x) for all x e X. Suppose further that q 
is continuous at some x G (int dom q)门 dom p. Then there exists u* G X* and 
Q； e K. such that 
-q{x) < (x, u*) + (x) x E X 
Proposition 1.2.3. Let f and g be proper functions on X. Then the following 
statements are true: 
(i) (fBgy = r + g* and (/*•/)* =广 + 9**-
(ii) ( / +介 
(iii) Suppose f and g are convex and f is continuous at some x e dom fndom g. 
Then (/ g)* = f*\Jg*, and is exact on its effective domain, that is, 
f*\3g*(x*) = mm{f*{y*) + g*{x* - y*)} for all x* on its effective domain. 
y€X* 
(iv) If f and g are convex and lower semicontinuous, then {f-\-g)* = cl {f*Dg*). 
w* 
and epi(/ + g)* = epi f* + epi g* . 
Proof, (i) can be seen by direct calculation: 
{fngy{x*) = snp{(x,x*)-fng(x)} 
xex 
=sup{(a;, X*) - inf { / ( y ) + g{x 一 y)}} 
xex 3/GX 
=supsup{(x,a:*) - f{y) — g{x — y)} 
xGXyeX 
=sup{�y，X*) - f{y)} + sup {(x — y, x*) - g{x — y)} 
yex X, y£X 
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The second inequality can be proved in a similar way. 
For (ii), simply note that given any x*,u* € X*, it holds 
(/ + gYix*) = sup{{zX) + - u*) — f{z) 一 g{z)} 
zeX 
^ sup{{x,u*) - f{x)} + sup{{y,x* 一 u*) - g{y)} 
x£X yeX 
So by definition of infimal convolution, we have ( / + g)* ^ f*Og*. 
To prove (iii), let x* e X* and (3 := + Then we must have jS > -oo 
as X e dom f A dom g. li P = + 0 0 ’ then from (ii) we have f*Dg*{x*) = + 0 0， 
otherwise x* G dom ( / + g)*. In this case, set p{x) = g{x) and q{x) = f{x)— 
{x, X*) + p for all x G X, then q is continuous at x G dom p A dom q. For any 
a; G X, it holds that 
which gives —q{x) ^ p {x) for all x e X. So the above Sandwich Theorem ensures 
the existence of u* e X* and a G M such that 
-q(x) = {x,X*) - f(x) p{x) = g{x) VxeX 
The first inequality gives that f*{x* — u*) ^ a + /? and hence x* — u* e dom 
while the second one implies g*{u*) ^ —a and hence u* G dom g*. By adding 
up the above two inequalities, we have f*{x* - u*) + g*{u*) ^ (3. But by (ii), we 
already have 
= + 9)\X*) ^ ^ r[x* - u*) + g^vT). 
Thus we obtain, 
( / + gYix*) = rug\x^) = r(a:* - vT) + 
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That is , the infimal convolution f*n\g* is exact at x*. 
For (iv), when f and g are proper lower semicontinuous convex functions, 
we know that f = f**,g = g**, and that / * • g* must also be convex (see [28, 
Theorem 3.1(c)]), thus by (i): 
( / + g y = i r + = ( /*• = c i ( r • 
Then by Proposition 1.2.1 (i) and (ii), we have 
epi(/ + ^ r - e p i (cl(rng*)) 
=epi {f*Dg*) = epi 
=epi s(f*)epi s{g*) = epi f* + epi g* . 
The it;*-closure of sum of strict epigraphs is equal to the w*-c\osme of sum of 
epigraphs' can be seen in the same way as demonstrated in the proof of Proposi-
tion 1.2.1 (i). • 
Combining Proposition 1.2.3 (hi) and (iv), we see that if f and g are proper 
convex lower semicontinuous functions with f continuous at some x G dom f n 
dom g, then we can see that (w*，7) e epi ( / + g)* implies 7 > ( / + gY{u*)= 
f*Ug*[u*) = f*{v*) + g*{u* - v*) for some v* E X* as the infimal convolution is 
exact on dom ( / + g)*. But this means that (w*’7) e epi /* + epi g*. While the 
converse inclusion is easy to verify, thus we obtain epi ( / + g)* = epi f* + epi g*. 
That is, the w*-closure in (iv) is redundant in this case. We take this result as a 
corollary : 
Corollary 1.2.4. Let f and g be proper convex lower semicontinuous functions 
on X and f continuous at some x G dom f A dom g. Then epi{f + g)* = epi f* + 
epi g*. In particular, epi /* + epi g* is w*-closed. 
The following proposition concerning the relationship between the epigraph 
of conjugate function and the e-subdifferentials was given [19，Proposition 2.1]. 
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Proposition 1.2.5. Let / ; X —^  M U { + 0 0 } be a proper lower semicontinuous 
convex function and x G dom f. Then 
epi r = |J{(以*’ ‘ +〈工，"*�-/W) ： e dj{x)}. 
Proof. Let (u*,r) G epi f*. Then f*{u*) ^ r. By definition，we have 
{y, u*) — f(y) < r{u*) ‘ T for all y e X. (1.2.1) 
So e := r + f{x) - {x, u*) ^ 0. Moreover, for any y e X, 
{y-x,u*) = {y,u*) — {x,u*) 
= (y,u” + (-r-f(:r) + e) • 
This shows that u* e d^f{x). Also note that r = e + {x,u'') — f{x). Hence 
epi r C +�0：乂〉- f(x)) : w* e dj{x)}. 
Conversely, let e > 0 and u* G def{x), that is, 
{y - X, u*) < f(y) — fix) + e holds for all y e X. 
Then r{u*) = sup{{y, u*) - f{y) ^ (x, u*) - f{x) + e. Thus we have (u\ (x, u*)-
yex 
f(x) + e) e epi /*, which proves the converse inclusion. 口 
1.3 Subdifferential Calculus 
Recall that for a proper convex function / , the subdifferential oi f at x e X is 
defined by 
df{x) {z" eX*: (y-x, z*) ^ f(y) — f{x) for all y e X}. 
Then for x G X, it is direct to check that the following simple but important 
equivalence: 
f{x) = min fix) fix) - f{x) for all x 6 X 0 G df{x). (1.3.1) 
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Thus, the condition 0 e df{x) is a substitute for the optimality condition V / ( x ) = 
0 in the Gateau differentiable case. 
For the constrained minimization problem, we minimize f{x) subject to x G 
K, where AT is a nonempty convex subset of X\ analogously, for x G X, it is 
direct to check that 
f{x) = minf(x)分（/ + Sk)(x) = min(/ + Sk)(x) ^ 0 E d(f + Sk)(x). (1.3.2) 
x€K X£X 
Theorem 1.3.1. [10, Theorem 3.1] Let f and g be proper lower semicontinuous 
convex functions with dom f n dom p 0. If epi f* + epi g* is'i(;*-closed, then 
d{f + g){x) = df(x) + dgix) x e dom f n dom g. 
Proof. Let x e dom f D dom g be given. Then 
u* edf{x),v* edg{x) 
o ^ (/(") - / � ) + igiy) - = {f + 9)iy-x)yyEX 
Thus, d(f + g){x) D df{x) + dg(x) in general. 
While to prove the converse inclusion, let x* e d{f + g){x). Then we see from 
(1.1.5) that + = {x,x*) - { f g ) { x ) , so we have 
{x\ (x, X*) -(/ + g){x)) e epi(/ + gY 二 epi /* + epi g* = epi f* + epi g* 
if epi f* + epi g* is assumed to be itZ-closed. 
So there exists {u*,a) e epi f* and G epi g* such that 
X* = u* + V* and {x, x*) - {f + g){x) = a -j- {3. 
Then 
+ /(I；*) + + (x,I；*) -(/ + g){x). (1.3.3) 
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But by Young's inequality, we already have 
riu") ^ {x,x*)-f{x), and g*{v*) ^ - g{x). 
This forces f*{u*) + g*{v*) = (x,u*) + {x,v*) - (/+ g){x), and hence 
r ( u n = (x, X*) - fix), and = (x, t ; * � - g{x). 
So it follows from (1.1.5) that u* G df(x) and v* E dg[x). Thus,we see that 
X* = vr + V'' edf{x)^dg{x). 
• 
The following corollary is a direct consequence of Proposition 1.2.3 and Corol-
lary 1.2.4: 
Corollary 1.3.2. Let f and g be proper convex lower semicontinuous continuous 
functions with domf 门 dom ^ ^ 0. If / or ^ is continuous at some point x 6 
dom f n dom g, then the subdiffereitial splits: 
d(f + g){x) = df{x) + dg{x) for all x G dom f D dom g. 
1.4 Conical Approximations 
Definition 1.4.1. Let A be a nonempty subset of X and x e A. 
The recession cone of A is defined to be : 
： = Pi U 
E>0 0<A<E 
The normal cone of A at x is defined by: 
NA{X) {x* e : \fye A}, 
and the tangent cone of A at x is defined by: 
TA[X) •= {y e X : — 2/，亡n 丄 0 such that x + 亡 6 A for each n e N}. 
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It is easy to see from the definitions that NA{X) and TA(X) are indeed 
cones. 
According to [25，Theorem 2A], if A is closed and convex, then can be 
characterized algebraically as 
={a; G X : \x + ACA] (1.4.1) 
={x G X : A such that a + Ax 6 for all A ^ 0} (1.4.2) 
={x e X ； :aXx e A iov aWa e A and A � 0 } . (1.4.3) 
Here we quote a famous result of Dieudonne that will be used later in our 
study of basic constraint qualifications, the complete proof was given in [12 . 
Theorem 1.4.2. Let M and N be non-empty closed convex subsets of the locally 
convex topological vector space E. If N is locally compact and M°° 门 is a 
subspace, then M — N is closed. 
Next, we collect some useful properties regarding the normal cones and tan-
gent cones of convex sets. 
Proposition 1.4.3. Let C be a nonempty convex subset of X, x e C. Then the 
following statements are true: 
(i) Ncix) = Ncix) = d5c{x). 
(ii) Tcix) is closed. 
(iii) N c [ x ) ^ [ C - - x r = [Tc{x))\ 
Proof, (i) The first equality follows from the continuity of elements in 
while for the second one, we note that by definition, Sc{y) — 0 for all y E C\ 
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hence 
Nc{x) = {x* eX* : Wye C} 
={x* ex* ..{y - X, X*} ^ Sc{y) - 6c{x), 
=d5c{x). 
(ii) To show that Tc{x) is norm-closed, let {zk} C Tc{x) be a sequence that 
converges to some z ^ X. Then for each A; G N, there corresponds sequences 
yk,n —^  Zk and tk,n i 0 such that x + tk,nyk,n € C for each n e N. 
So for any k eN fixed, there exist N(k) e N such that 
tk,n < ^ and \\yk,n —孙|| < ^ for all n�N(k). (1.4.4) 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that N(k) < N(k + 1) for all k e N. 
Let fk = tk’N(k), and ^ = tk^N(k)- Then still we have x + tkfk G C. While for 
tk, by (1.4.4)，we have tk < so without loss of generality, we may assume that 
fk 10. Then thanks to the triangle inequality ||yfc，„ - z\\ ^ ||yfc,n + \\zk - z\\, 
we get yk’n z. So by definition, z G Tc(x). 
(iii) The first equality follows directly from the definition, while for the second 
one, if we can show that 
Tc(x) = mie{C -x) = cl(R+(C - x)), (1.4.5) 
then by Lemma 2.3.2 [27] which says that a nonempty set shares the same negative 
polar with its closed conical hall, we get the desired result. To see (1.4.5), first 
note that for any yeC,y = x + {y —x) e C. For x,y e C, we have by convexity 
of C that X + a{y -x) eC for all a e [0,1]. Let := (1 - - x) and t^ = 
Then clearly yn y - x,tn i 0 as n ^ +oo, and 
x-\-tnyn = x + - ( 1 -)iy -x)eC n n 
18 
V y e C } 
as ^(1 - G [0,1] for all n e N. so y - x e Tc{x) by definition. Thus, we have 
C-xC Tc{x), and hence cl(R+(C - x)) 
Tc{x) is a closed cone. 
Conversely, take y G Tc(x), let —>• y, 
Vn. Then = R+(C - x), so y e 
inclusion. This completes the proof. • 
C Tc(x) as we have seen from (ii) that 
i 0 and Vn e Che such that x + = 
cl(lR+(C" - x)), which gives the reverse 
19 
Chapter 2 
Duality in the Cone-convex 
System 
2.1 Introduction 
The general problem of convex optimization takes the form of minimizing a proper 
lower semicontinuous convex function f : X RU { + 0 0 } over a convex set 
K C X. We shall denote such a problem by 
Min f(x) 
(P) 
subject to X e K. 
and the optimal value of (P) by V{P) ：二 inf{/(:c) : x G K}. We will assume that 
(P) is feasible, and that dom / A — 0 to rule out the trivial case . 
We say that x is an optimal solution of (P) ii x e K and f{x) = V{P). 
Obviously, this happens exactly when x minimizes f Sk over X. So by taking 
into account Corollary 1.3.1，we see that if dom / f l intK + 0 (so 5k is continuous 
at some a;o G dom / ) , or / is continuous at some Xq G dom 〜，then x is a optimal 
solution of (P) if and only if 
0 G df[x) + dSKix) = df{x) + NK{X). 
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As we shall see later, all optimality conditions, in one way or another, decipher 
this simple inclusion. 
Quite often, the constraint set K in (P) is partially characterized by the pre-
image of a “ cone convex function". More precisely, let 5 C "K be a closed convex 
cone and p : X F be a continuous 5-convex function. Let C be a closed convex 
subset of X. Then K — {x e X g{x) 0}门 C = 9~\-S)门 C is a closed 
convex set. In this situation, (P) takes the form 
Min fix) 
(Po) , � ^ (2-1-1) 
subject to g{x) G C. 
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, we assume throughout this 
chapter that 
dom f n n C # 0 (2.1.2) 
embedded into a family of minimization problems, (Po) could be further 
namely for each y e Y: 
Min f{x) 
subject to g{x) y, x e C. (P.) 
I 
with optimal value 
v[y) ：= ini{f(x) : g{x) y.x e C}. (2.1.3) 
As usual, denotes the dual cone of S. The Lagrange function L : X x S^ 
MU {+00} associated to (PQ), is defined by 
L{x,y*) = fix) + for all {x,y*) eXxS+. (2.1.4) 
It is elementary to check that the function L is convex on X x S'^. Denote the 
primal value and the dual value associated to (PQ) respectively by 
V{Po) ：= inf sup L(x,y*). (2.1.5) 
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V(Do) := sup inf L{x,y*). (2.1.6) 
y*es+工印 
Clearly we have 
V{Do) < V{Po). (2.1.7) 
Below we summarize the main features of the optimal valued v{y) as a ex-
tended real value function defined on Y. 
Theorem 2.1.1. With the notations given above, we have: 
(i) V is convex; 
(ii) (0) = ViPo)�V(Do); • 
f 
, � ， � -mU^cLix.y'^) if y^ e 5+ 
(ill) v*{-y*)= < 
+00 otherwise; 
(iv) = V{Do). 
Proof, (i) Let yi,y2 G dom e [0，1] and 6 > 0. Then there exist Xi,X2 G C 
with g{xi) ( s ^s Vi such that f {xi ) ^ v{yi) + e for t = 1,2. Then by 
convexity, 
/(/?2；1 + (1 — (3)x2) ^ Pfixi) + (1 - p)fix2) ^ Pv{yi) + (1 - p)v{y2) + e. 
Since g is 5-convex, we also have 
giPxi + (1 - (3)x2) ‘ S 工 1) + (1 - (工2) ‘ S A/1 + (1 — 
and it follows from the definition of v that 
v{pyi + (1 - _ ^ fWx, + (1 - P)X2) ^ (3f{x,) + (1 - P)f{x2) 
^ pv{yi) ^ (I - P)v{y2) + e. 
Turning e down to 0, we get the desired result. 
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(ii) The second inequality was already noted in (2.1.7). To see t'(O) = V{Po), 
note that since 5 is a closed convex cone, by the Bipolar Theorem [27’ Propersi-
tion 2.3.3] , we have S = S�°. This means for any a: G X , it holds that 
g{x) G -S if and only if {g{x), y*) ^ 0 for all y* e S+. (2.1.8) 
So for X e we have 
sup L{xy)= sup {fix) + = fix) + {g{x),0) = f{x). 
y*£S+ y*eS+ 
While if rr ^ then one can apply (2.1.8) to find z* G such that 
z*) > 0，and as is a cone, we see that 
sup L(x, y*) ^ sup{/(;r) + r{g{x),z*)} = +oo. 
y*es+ r^O 
From the cases above we have established that: 
sup L{x,y*)= 
fix) if xeg-'i-S) 
+00 if x^g-\-S) 
So we conclude that 
V{Po) ：= inf sup L{x,y*) = inf{/(;r) : g{x) ^s 0 , x g C } = 
(iii) Note first that v{y) < +oo only if y e S g{x) for some x e C. Also, by 
definition of dual cone, we have 
0 if y* e 5+ 
sup{-{s,y*)}= (2.1.9) 




v*{-y*) = sup{-(y,y*) - v{y)} 
y^Y 
= s u p {-(s-\-g{x),y*) - f{x)} 
xec, s£S 
=sup{-{g{x),y*) — / � } + siip{-�s，y*>} 
XGC S€S 
-infxec 妳，?/*) if y* € 
+ 0 0 if y* 朱 
:iv) Finally, by the calculation of (iii) , we have • 
inUcHx^y*) if y* e 
- o o if y* i 
(2.1.10) 
and so 
？ ; = sup = sup {-v' 
y*£Y* y*eS+ 




The above theorem also provides us another way of characterizing the absence 
of duality gap: 
Corollary 2.1.2. Suppose V{Po) is finite and the optimal value function v is 
lower semicontinuous at 0. Then the prime value V{Po) and the dual value V{Do) 
agree. Moreover, the optimal dual solution set is given by —dv(0). 
Proof. Since v is lower semicontinuous at 0, we have t;(0) =cb(0) , where c b is the 
lower semicontinuous regularization defined in (1.1.1). Also note that as shown in 
Theorem 2.1.l(i), v is convex, hence it follows from (1.1.2) and Theorem 2.1.1(ii) 
(iv) that V{Po) = =c\v{0) = = V{Do). 
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While for the second conclusion, note that by (2.1.10)，A G is a dual 
optimal solution if and only if 
= inf L(x,X) = sup inf L{x,y*) = sup {—”*(_?/*)}• (2.1.13) 
工印 y*£S+ ^^^ y*£S+ 
While from (2.1.11), we see that (2.1.13) is equivalent to 
= V{Do) = (2.1.14) 
But i;**(0) = v(0) by assumption, so (2.1.14) holds if and only if 
for all yeY, {y,-A) - v{y) ^ v*{-X) = 二1；(0), 
which means —A G 彻(0). • 
Another important tool in our study of duality is the function $ : X x V^  — 
R U { + 0 0 } defined via 
屯(工,y) = f � + 知 + ^{x}x(g(x)+S)(x,y)= 
fix) if xeC,y-g(x)eS 
+ 0 0 otherwise. 
(2.1.15) 
Note that (Py) is thus equivalent to minimize $(•,?/) over C in the sense that 
v{y) •= inf { / (x) : g{x) e C } = inf {^ >(0:, ^)}. 
x£C 
We now compute the conjugate of <l>. 
Note first that for any x e X, as shown in (2.1.9), we have 
(2.1.16) 
sup {y, y*) = sup (s, y*) + (g{x), y*)= 
yeS-\-g{x) ses 
(pW, y*} if y* G S� 
+ 0 0 if y* 车 
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Hence -y*) = sup + 
xeX,y€Y 
= sup {{x,x*} - (y,y*}-f(x)} 
x€C, yGS+g(x) 
sup{(x,x*} — {g{x),y*) - f{x)} if 一 y* e 
=XGC 
+ 0 0 otherwise 
Or in a more compact form: 
1 * ) = 
sui>{(x,x*)-(f + y*og){x)} if y*- e 
x€C (2.1.17) 
+ 0 0 otherwise 
Recall (2.1.4)，it follows in particular that for any y* E S'^: 
x€C 
(2.1.18) 
This provides us a convenient way of forming the dual problem to (Pq), namely 
V{Do) = sup ini L{x,y*) = sup {-sup{-L{x,y*))) = sup -y*)) . 
y*e5+ 饭 C y*£S+ x£C y*£S+ 
(2.1.19) 
To close this section, we give another important property of the function 少 which 
will be used later in Chapter 3 for the study of stable duality. 
Proposition 2.1.3. The function 中 is proper convex and lower semi continuous. 
Consequently, = 
Proof. By (1.1.3), we see that the second conclusion follows immediately from 
the first. While to show the first one, note that, since f is proper, we have 
f{x) > -00 for all X e X. Also note by assumption (2.1.2), there exists x in C 
such that f{x) < + 0 0 . So by the definition $ in (2.1.15), we see that for any 
{x,y) eX xY: 
^ f{x) > - o c 
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and 
^x,g{x)) = f{x) <-hoo, 
so $ is proper. 
For convexity of take any (xi,?/i), {x2,y2) e X xY and a € (0,1), 
show that 
we need to 
企 (工 i ’ " i ) + (1 - a)0r2，2/2)) ^ c ^ 少 + (1 - 7/2). (2.1.20) 
To do this, note that if yi • g{xi) + 5 or ^ + S, then (2.1.20) follows 
automatically, so without loss of generality, we may assume y\ G g{xi) + S and 
2/2 e g{x2) + S. Then 
ocyi + (1 — a)y2 G ag{xi) + (1 — a)ff(X2) + 5. (2.1.21) 
But as g is 5-convex, from (1.1.7) we have there exists s E 5 such that 
a^(^i) + (1 - Oi)g{x2) = g{oiXi + (1 - a)x2) + s. 
Hence it follows from (2.1.21) that 
otyi + (1 — Oi)y2 e g{axi + (1 - ol)X2) + S + S C g[axi + (1 — a)x2) + S. 
Thus, by (2.1.15): 
+ (1 — a){x2, y2)) 二 少(Q^ a^ i + (1 — + (1 - a)y2) 
=f(oiXi + (1 — a)x2) 
^ + (1 -
= + (1 — a)^{x2,y2), 
which gives (2.1.20), so ^ is convex. 
While for the lower semicontinuity, it suffices to show that epi $ is also closed. 
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Let {{xn,yn,rn)}n€N Q epi $ be a sequence that converges to some (x,y,r) e 
X X y X R. Then from (2.1.15) we see that for each x e N, it holds that 
Xn e C,yn- g{xn) = Sn for some s„ G S, and that rn�/(工n). (2.1.22) 
Since the sets C, S and epi f are all closed and g is continuous, take to limit in 
(2.1.22), we see that 
lim Xn = X E C, lim y^ — g{xn) = y — g(x) = s for some s 6 5, 
n—*oo n—*oo 
and that 
lim {xn,rn) = (x,r) e epi / , so r ^ f(x). 
n—^oo 
Thus, again from (2.1.15) we see that {x,y,r) G epi 少，so epi <J> is also closed, 
which shows the lower semicontinuity of • 
2.2 Various of Constraint Qualifications 
2.2.1 Slater's Condition Revisited 
In our setting of cone-convex systems, Slater's condition looks like 
there exists x G C^  A dom f such that g{x) e - int5. 
Theorem 2.2.1. [30, Theorem 2.9.2] Let 5 C r be a closed convex 
f : X ^ Rhe a. proper lower semicontinuous convex function and g 
be a continuous S-convex function with . Suppose further that Slater's 
(2.2.1) holds. Then we have 
(i) (zero duality gap) ^(Po) = ^Po)； 
(ii) (dual attainment) V{Do) = inf {L(a;, A)} for some A e 
x£C 






(a) X is an optimal solution of (Pq)； 
(b) g{x) e C and there exists A e <9+ such that 
O e a ( / + (^ c + Aop)(x) and = 0 ; (2.2.2) 
(c) X £ C and there exists \ E S^ such that (x, A) is a saddle point of L, that is: 
L(x, y*) ^ L{x, A) ^ L{x, A) holds for any a; € e (2.2.3) 
Remark: The A G obtained in (b) is called a Lagrange multiplier of (Pq) 
at X, and x is called a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) point 
Proof. To see (i), by Theorem 2.1.1(ii), we may assume without loss of generality 
that t;(0) > - o o . By (2.2.1), there exists a symmetric neighborhood U of the 
origin Oy in Y such that —g{x)-i-U C S. Recall the function defined in (2.1.15); 
we see that 
u) = f{x) = for all ueU, 
which implies that •)，viewed as a single variable function on Y, is continu-
ous at Oy. Let u e U. Then —g{x) u e S, that is, g{x) u. Since x G C, it 
follows from (2.1.3) that f (u) ^ / (x ) . This shows that the convex function v is 
bounded above by f{x) on the neighborhood U of Oy in Y, and so v is continu-
ous at Oy (see [27，Theorem 1.4.1]). Hence the absence of duality gap, namely 
V{Po) = V{Do), follows from Corollary 2.1.2 . 
(ii) If V{Po) = - 0 0 , then we see from (2.1.6) that inf^ec L{x, y*) = —00 for 
all y* e S'^, so any y* e in particular y* = 0 € meets the requirement. 
Therefore, we may assume that V{Po) is finite. Then as shown in (i), v is contin-
uous at 0, so from [30, Theorem 2.4.9] we see that the subdifferential + 0. 
Then according to Corollary 2.1.2, any functional in —彻(0) serves as a dual op-
timal solution. 
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The proof equivalence among (a), (b) and (c) is standard: 
(a) Let x be an optimal solution of (Pq). Then x must be feasible, that 
is, X e C, g(x) 0. Let A G be the dual solution obtained in (ii). Then it 
follows from (i) that f(x) = V(Po) = V{DQ) = inix^c L{x, A), which implies that 
fix) + (g{x),X) ^ fix) ^ fix) + (g(x)’ A) for all a; G C, 
and hence 
m + Sc(x) + (g(x), A) ^ f(x) ^ f(x) + 6c{x) + {g{x), A) for all a; G X 
Disregarding the f{x) in the middle, we see that 0 G d{f 十 + A�P)(宏)，while 
taking x = x yields {g{x), A) = 0. 
(b) Suppose 0 e d(f + (^�+ A � 州 孙 Then for all x e X,we have 
A) = f(x) -f {g{x), A) ^ fix) + 6cix) + {g{x), A), 
which gives A) ^ L{x, A) for all x e C. While on the other hand, 
= m + {9{x),y*) ^ fix) = fix) + = L(x,A), 
for all y* e Thus we have that {x, A) satisfies (2.2.3). 
(c) Suppose (x, A) satisfies (2.2.3). Then in particular we have 
0) = fix) ^ L{x, A) 二 fix) + (5(x),A), 
and 
2A) = f(x) + 2(g{x), X) ^ A) = f{x) + (g �,A). 
The above two inequalities force {g{x), A) = 0. It follows from the first inequality 
of (2.2.3) that {g{x),y*) < 0 for all y* e S+. This together with (2.1.8)imply 
that —g{x) G S, which gives the feasibility of x. While on the other hand, for 
any x 6 g'K-S) A C’ we have f{x) = f{x) + {g{x),\) = L{x,X) ^ L{x,X)= 
f{x) + (^(x), A) ^ /(cc), which asserts the optimality of x. 
• 
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2.2.2 The Closed Cone Constrained Qualification 
Slater's condition might be the most well-known constraint qualifications in lit-
erature. Unfortunately, such a interior point type condition often fails to satisfy 
for many problems arising in applications. To overcome this, the so-called closed 
cone constrained qualification (CCCQ) were introduced by Jeyakumar et al. We 
shall see an numerical example showing that this CCCQ is strictly weaker than 
Slater's condition. 
Consider the setTCX* xR defined by .. 
T := \J epi + (2.2.4) 
y*€S+ 
Then T is a convex cone. Indeed, as it is easy to verify that epi 6Q is a 
convex cone, so if we can show further that epi {y* o g)* is a convex cone, 
then T, being the sum of the above two convex cones, is itself a convex cone. 
To do that, let « ’ a i ) € epi {y* o g)* with y* e <S+，i = 1,2. Then we have 
(y* o g)*(u*) ( ai,i = 1，2. That is, for any x e X, and i = 1,2, it holds that 
{ x , u ; ) - ( g { x ) , y ; ) ^ a i (2.2.5) 
Let , /?2 ^ 0 be arbitrary. Then we see from (2.2.5) that for any x e X, 
{x,(3iul) - {g{x),piyl) ^ p^a,, (2.2.6) 
and 
{X,(32U；) — {9(x),i32yl) ^ 战 ( 2 . 2 . 7 ) 
Adding up (2.2.6) and (2.2.7) gives 
{x,Piu\ + - {9(x),Piyl + p2yi) ^ A a i + 爲 f o r all x € X (2.2.8) 
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Note that is a convex cone, so j3iyl + jSiyS G Thus, (2.2.8) gives that 
a,) + P2{u； + e epi myl + p^y；) o g)* e |J epi {y*ogy. 
y*€S+ 
Thus, |Jy*G5+ epi {y* o g)* is a convex cone and so is T. 
The family {6c, A o : A G is said to satisfy the CCCQ if T is k;*-closed. 
To explore the relationship between CCCQ and the existence of Lagrange 
multipliers, we first prove the following lemma. The key step in the proof of this 
lemma makes use of the separation theorem [11，Theorem 3.9] applied on the 
dual space X*. For simplicity, here we only consider the case that X is reflexive. 
Lemma 2.2.2. [18’ Lemma 2.1] Let K = g~^{-S) n C. Then 
(i) K^d) if and only if (0 , -1 ) • T^*; 
(ii) If K f 访，then T* = epi GK-
Proof, (i) Let (w*，7) e T = UAe5+ epi (A o g)* + epi 6Q. Then there cor-
responds A G v*,z* e X* and a,P e R with {v*,a) G epi (A o g)* , 
(z*, /3) e epi 6Q such that u* = v* + z* and 7 = 0； + /?. But this means 
{x, V*) - {g{x), X) ^ a for all x e X 
and (x, z*) < P for all x e C. 
Hence if x e K, then {g(x), A) ^ 0 and {x, u*) < a + + (g{x), A) ^ o； + = 7. 
This shows that (ii*’7) G epi (Tk and hence that T C epi ax = epi 路.As we 
know from [27，Proposition 2.2.3] that the conjugate function is always lower 
semicontinuous, we have that epi a^ is w;*-closed, so T^ C epi ax- If / 0， 
then (TK(0) = 0，so clearly (0, —1) • epi (TK- In particular, by the established 
inclusion, we have (0 , -1 ) ^ T^ . 
Suppose (0, - 1 ) ^ T " . Notice that T " is a closed convex cone and the 
singleton {(0, —1)} is a compact convex set (with respect to the weak* topology 
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on X* X M). Then according to [11，see Theorem 3.9], there exists a nonzero 
{x,a) E X X R serving as a strict separation vector in the sense that 
- a = (x,0) + (—1) < 0 and 
�a ; ’ i i *�+ a • 7 � 0 for all e T. 
As a > 0, we may let x = Then (x, u*) - 7 ^ 0 for all (w*，7) G T. 
In particular, we have 
for all (u*’7) e |J epi(Zo")*， (2.2.9) 
y*G5+ •• 
and 
(x, u*) - 7 ^ 0 for all (u*,j) G +epi 5二，. (2.2.10) 
We claim that x e K. Indeed, let A G be given. Then A o p is a continuous 
convex function as is assumed to be so. Thus, we see from (1.1.3) that (Ao^)** = 
Xo g. Moreover, by (2.2.9), 
{x, u*) — (A o gY{u*) ^ 0 for all u* e dom (A o g)*. 
This means that (A o g)**(x) ^ 0 and hence (g(x), X) ^ 0. Since A e is chosen 
arbitrary, it follows from (2.1.8) that g{x) e - 5 , and hence x e g~^{-S). 
Similarly, since C is a non-empty closed convex set, we see that its indicator 
function 6c is proper convex and lower semicontinuous, so 
Sc(x) = 6*c*(x) = sup {(x,u*) - = sup {(x,u*) -
u*€X* u*6dom 
Note that (u\6*c{u*)) e epi for all u* G dom Thus, we see from (2.2.10) 
that 
{x, u*) — ^ 0 for all u* e dom 
and hence that 6c{x) ^ 0. So we have x e C. Therefore, x € g~^(-S) A = K. 
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(ii) Suppose / 0. We have already seen in the proof in (i) that T^ C 
epi (JK- TO see the reverse inclusion, take (w*, a) • T^ , we aim to show that 
{u%a)朱 epi (Jk. 
Firstly, since T^ is a w;*-closed convex cone, it is direct to check that (0, r) G 
for all r e [0,+oo) while (0,r)朱 T"^ for all r G ( -00,0) . Then, the set 
B := {9{u\a) + (1 - 6')(0, - 1 ) : 0 G (0’ 1)} does not intersect T"*. Otherwise, 
we have P := e{u\a) + (1 - 0)(0,-1) G T"' for some 9 e (0,1). Then (w*，a) 
could be written as a conical combination of P and (0,1) in T^，namely 
( ( … = P + { 1 - 1)) e 
o 2 — u 2 — u 
which leads to a contradiction. So B {0(2i*’a) + (1 - 6>)(0’ - 1 ) : 6* G [0，1]}， 
the whole line segment connecting {u*,a) and (0，一1)，is disjoint from T^ . Note 
that 
is convex and ttZ-closed，B is convex and w;*-compact, so we apply [] 1， 
see Theorem 3.9] again: the two sets can be separated by some {x,P) e X x R 
in the sense that 
� 2 :，O + " 7 > 0 f o r a l l 
{x, Bu*) + p{ea + ^ - 1) < 0 for all 6'G [0,1]. (2.2.11) 
In particular, take 0 = 0. Then > 0. As demonstrated the part of (i), we can see G 9~\-S)门 C" = K. While by taking 9 = 1, in (2.2.11), we 
have (x, u*} + /3a < 0, which means ( — w*) > Thus, (u*,a)朱 epi ctk, which 
completes the proof. • 
Theorem 2.2.3. [18, Theorem 2.1] Suppose the CCCQ holds for the family 
{5(7，A O p ： A e 5+} and epi f* + epi is w*-closed. Then for any a G M, the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) mi{f{x):g(x)e-S,xeC}^a; 
(ii) {0,-a)e epi r ^ U epi(Xog)* + epiS*c; 
\es+ 
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(iii) There exists A € such that for any x e C, f{x) + {g{x), A) ^ a. 
Proof, (i) (ii) For convenience, define the difference function 
h{x) f{x) — a 
and denote by H the set on which h takes non-negative value 
H:={xeX: h{x) ^ 0}. 
Suppose that (i) holds. Then K = C ng-'^{-S) C H, which gives that 
h{x) + 6K(X) > 0 for all x e X. 
This implies that {h + 5KY(0) ^ 0 and so together with Proposition 1.2.3(iv), we 
have 
(0,0) e epi [h + SKY = epi ( / - q + 6KT = epi f * - epi a* + epi • 
Notice that epi a* = {(0，-a)} is a singleton and epi f* + epi is assumed 
to be it;*-closed, so we have 
(0，-A) e epi f* + epi = epi f* + epi CTK. 
By Lemma 2.2.2(ii), epi cjk = T^ ; so together with CCCQ, we see that 
(0’ - a ) Gepi r + T = epi /* + |J epi (A o g)* + epi 5*�. 
xes+ 
(ii) (iii) Assume (ii). Then there corresponds Vi,V2,Vz G X*, G R and 
A G with 
su\){{x,V2) - f{x)} ^ ti； 
xex 
sup{�a;，?;3〉- (g{x),X)} ^ ta； 
SUp{(x,?;3)} ^ h； 
XGC 
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such that ( 0 , - a ) = {v^ + t>2 + t^3，+ 亡2 + tz)-
Adding up the above three inequality, we have 
sup{�:r, 0 � - ( / (x ) + {g{x), A))} ^ - a , (2.2.12) 
xec 
which is (iii). 
The implication ( i i i )玲 ( i ) is obvious, as if (iii) is true, then for each feasible 
X e K = rn—5") n C, it holds that a ^ f{x) + {g{x), X) ^ f{x). • 
If the optimal value of the problem (Pq) is - 0 0 ， t h e n strong duality holds 
automatically by (2.1.7). While if the optimal value is iinite, then by taking 
a = inf f{x) — V(Po)，we obtain the following corollary: 
x£K 
Corollary 2.2.4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2.3 and assume further 
that V{Po) e M. Then we have 
(i) there exists A e such that V(Dq) = infj;gc A) = V{PO)] 
(ii) X £ K is an optimal solution of {Pq) if and only if there exists \ E S^ such 
+ + with ((g{x),X)=0. 
Proof. For (i), note that since V{Po) e M, we have 
M{f{x) : g(x) e eC} = V{Po). 
Hence Theorem 2.2.3(i) holds for a = V{Po)- By the equivalence between The-
orem 2.2.3(i) and (iii), we see there exists A e S^ such that for any x e C, 
f{x) + {g{x), X) ^ V(Po), which means that 
But 
mi{f{x)-h{g{x),X)}=miL{x,X)K sup ini L{x, X) = V{Do) ^ V{Po), 
xec xec 入 工 
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this forces V(Dq) = inf^ec L(x, A) = ^(Po)-
(ii) Let A e be the dual solution obtained in (i). Then x is a optimal 
solution of (Po) if and only if 
f{x) = V{P^) = V{D^) = miL{x,\) 
=inf { /( :r) + (p(x),A)} 
Thus, all the above displayed inequalities must be equalities, hence {g{x), A) = 0. 
The above calculation also shows that x minimizes f \ o g dc over X. From 
(1.3.1)，we see that this is equivalent to 0 G d{f + A o ^ + 宏). • 
The following alternative formulation for the CCCQ was given by et al. 
m 8, Theorem 3.2 
Theorem 2.2.5. Assume dom f n K 章边.Then the CCCQ is fulfilled if and 
only if for any u* G X * , it holds that 
inf {x,u*) = max mi{{x,u*) + (g{x),y*)}. (2.2.13) 
x£K y*£S+ x€C 
Proof. As a continuous linear functional is proper convex and lower semicontinu-
ous, the necessity follows directly from applying Corollary 2.2.4 (i) to u* in place 
of f . While for sufficiency，assume (2.2.13) . Let (it*, a) G T^ . Then by Lemma 
2.2.2(ii), {u*,a) e epi CJK = epi Hence there exists A e such that 
-a ^ = inf (x, -u*) 
x£K 
= m a x inf{(a:,-w*) + {g(x),y*)} 
= -(Xog + Scy{u*). 
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Thus, we see that (u*,a) e epi (A o ^ + 6c)*. Since g is assumed to be continuous 
and C is closed and convex, by Theorem 1.2.3, epi (A o g + Sc)* = epi (A o g)* + 
epi 5Q. but this means that (IT*, a) G epi (A o g)* + epi 6Q C T. This shows that 
T is liAdosed，so the CCCQ is fulfilled. • 
Next we give a example to show that the CCCQ is weaker than Slater's 
condition. Simply take X = Y = R, C = [0,1],S = R+, f{x) = -x and 
9{x) 
0’ x < 0 
X, x ^ 0. 
Clearly, g{C) n - int {S) = g{C)门(-oo,0) = 0，so Slater's condition fails to 
satisfy, while by a direct calculation, we see that 
T = IJ epi (Apr + epi 
A>0 
= J ( [ 0 , A ] x M + ) + e p i 
=M^ + epi I . I . 
Or in polar coordinates: T = {{9,R) : ^ G [0, ^ 0}, which is a closed convex 
cone. Here | . | denote the absolute value on M. 
2.2.3 The Basic Constraint Qualification 
Another way of looking at (PQ) is that, we consider 5"+ as a index set, then it is 
direct to check that the S'-convexity of g in (Pq) is equivalent to for all A G S'^, 
the function gx{x) := {g{x), X) is convex as a function defined on X. Also note 
that by applying the Bipolar Theorem to the closed convex cone S, we see that 
-S={yeY for all A e 5+} , 
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so X e if and only if gxix) = {g{x), A) ^ 0 for all A G 
Thus the feasible set K = A C can be characterized by the solution 
set to a family of proper convex inequalities, namely 
K = g-\-S) nC = {xeX : gx{x) ^ 0 for all A G 5+U {^}}, (2.2.14) 
where《孝 灾= 8 c . 
For a feasible point x E K, we define the active constraint set to be 
lix) = {ieS^u {O ： 9i{x) = 0}. 
Adopting the definition from [22], denote / := U The family {gi : i e 
/ } is said to satisfy the basic constraint qualification {BCQ ) at x ^ K ii 
NKix) = cone |J (2.2.15) 
ieiix) 
Remark: UxeK, then we have gj{x) ^ 0 for all j e I{x). 
If X* e dgi{x) for some i G I { x ) , then for any y e K, we have 
{y -茫，X*) ^ gi{y) - gi{x)=识(y) ^ 0. 
Thus, dgiix) C Nk{x) for each i e I{x). Consequently, 
cone IJ dgi{x) C Nk{x) 
i€/(x) 
as Nk(x) being a convex cone. So to see the family {gi : i e 1} satisfies the BCQ 
at X, we only need to check the reverse inclusion: 
cone J dgiix) D NK{X). (2.2.16) 
The BCQ plays an essential role in characterizing a feasible point x to be a 
optimal solution to (PQ), as presented in the following theorem. 
For simplicity, we denote 
T{X) = {h : h is a proper convex lower semicontinuous function on X } , 
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Fk ： = {h e r ( X ) : dom hn K # 边,epi h* + epi ctk is it;*-closed}, 
and also for each function h defined on X, the set of all continuous points of h is 
denoted by cont h, namely 
cont h := {x Ei X : h is continuous at x}. 
For I := S'^ U let the family {gi : i e 1} be defined as 
gx{x) = {g{x), X) for A € S\g如)=Sc{x) for all a; E X. (2.2.17) 
Theorem 2.2.6. [22, Theorem 5.1] Let K he as in (2.2.14). Let x G dom fnK. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) The family {gi ： i E. /} given in (2.2.17) satisfies the BCQ at x. 
(ii) For each f G Fk, f{x) = min{/(a;)} if and only if there exists a finite 
xeK ‘ 
subset J C I[x) and correspondingly Aj》0, j G J such that 
0 e df{x) + Y^ Xjdgj(x). (2.2.18) 
jeJ 
(iii) For each f e r(A') with coni / n ZiT 章边，x is an optimal solution of (Pq) if 
and only if there exists a finite subset J C I{x) and correspondingly Xj ^ 0， 
j e J such that (2.2.18) holds. 
(iv) For each f e X*,x is an optimal solution of{Po) if and only if there exists a 
finite subset J C I{x) and correspondingly Xj ^ j e J such that (2.2.18) 
holds. 
Proof. Suppose / € Fk- Then the set epi gk + epi /*, being equal to epi 5*k + 
epi /* , is wAclosed. Also note that K = g~^[—S) A (7 is non-empty closed and 
convex, so its indicator function 5k must be proper convex and lower semicontin-
uous. Hence by and Theorem 1.3.1 and Corollary 1.3.2，we have if either f E FK 
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or / G r{X) is such that cont f n K # 边,then it holds that 
d(f + SK)(X) = df(x) + DDPCIX) for each x G dom f A dom 6K = dom f (1 K. 
In particular, as x e dom / n we have 
d{f + 6k){x) = df{X) + d5K{X) = df{X) + Nk(x). 
Thus, if (i) is assumed, namely = cone ( J dgi(x), then 
ie/(x) 
d{f + 6k){x) = df{x) + cone |J dg润. (2.2.19) 
ie/(x) •• 
But as shown in (1.3.2), we see that f { x ) = min{/(a:)} is equivalent to 
x£K 
0ed{f^6K){x)=df{x) + cone IJ % ( x ) , 
which is (2.2.18). 
Thus, the implications and (i)^(iii) are now clear. 
For any / G X\ cont f nK #边.Also note that by Corollary 1.2.4’ f e FK for 
all f e X*. Thus, the equivalence required by (iv) follows that of (ii) or (iii), 
that is, the implications (ii)=4>(iv) and (iii)=>(iv) hold. 
(iv)=^(i) It suffices to show (2.2.16). Let G Nk{x). Then (x, -x*) ^ 
{x, -X*) for all X e K. That is, {x, -x*) = mina^ /^c (x, -x*). Take f = -x* in 
(iv), we have by (iv) that there exists a finite subset J C I(x) and correspondingly 
Xj ^ j £ J such that 
0 G df(x) + ^ Xjdgjix) = 
j£ J jG J 
Thus, X* e J Xjdg八左、C cone [J dgi{x). This completes the proof. • 
iei{x) 
The following theorem gives a relationship between the BCQ and CCCQ 
which we studied in the preceding section. 
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Theorem 2.2.7. [22，Theorem 4.2] Let the family {gi ： i E 1} be given in 
(2.2.17) and assume that the feasible set of (PQ) is nonempty, that is, K •= 
C n + 0. If the family {6c, Xo g : X e S^} has CCCQ, then the family 
{gi： i G 1} satisfies BCQ at each x e K. The converse implication holds if 
cjk{x*) = max {x,x*) for all x* e dom ax- (2.2.20) 
x£K 
Proof. Let X e K and x* e NK{X). By (2.2.16)，to see the family {gi : i e 1} 
satisfies BCQ at x, it suffices to show that x* G cone [J dgiix). 
i£l{x) 
Since {y - x, x*) < 0 for each y e K, we see that {x*, (x, x*)) e epi (TK. By 
assumption, K ^ so it follows from Lemma 2.2.2 that epi CTK = T"^  . As the 
CCCQ holds, we have 
= T= U epi { f o g y + epi 6*c. 
Thus, there exists A e such that {x*, (x, x*)) e epi (A o g)* + epi 
More precisely, there exist u*,v* 6 X* and a,/3 G R with (u*,a) e epi (A o 
gY, {v\(5) G epi 5}. such that {x\ {x,x*)) = + + Note that 
(A o ^ {x,u*) - {g{x),X) and 6*c{v*)�{x\v*) - 6c{x), hence 
〈宏，X*�= « + ( A o 5 0 * … + 
� { x , X*), 
this forces the inequalities in the above estimates are in fact equalities, hence 
9x{x) = (g{x),X) = 0，灾间 =6 c { x ) = 0, (2.2.21) 
and 
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So by (1.1.5), we have u* e d{\ o g){x) and v* G d8c{x). Note that (2.2.21) gives 
A G I{x) and ^ e I{x). Thus, 
X* = u* e dgx{x) + dg^{x) C cone U 
te/(x) 
Therefore the family {gi'-i^ / } satisfies BCQ. 
We then turn to the converse implication. Thus suppose (2.2.20) holds and that 
the family {gi\i £ I] satisfies BCQ at each x e K. Take {u*,P) E epi aK{= 
as already noted). So to see the family {^c, Aop : A G 5+} , has CCCQ, it suffices 
to show that -
{u\P)eT:= IJ epi {y*ogy + epi6*c. (2.2.22) 
y*€S+ 
Since (JK{u*) ^ jS < +oo, by our assumption, there exists x e K such that 
aK{u*) = (x, u*) = max (x.u*). But this means that 
u* E d6f^(x) = NK{x) = cone [J dgi{x). 
iei{x) 
So there exists a finite subset J C I{x) and correspondingly u^ G dgx{x) and 
tx^ 0 such that 
u* = ^ txul for all A e J. 
X£J 
As (0，0) G epi — epi g^ C cone ( J dg\{x), we may assume that ^ G J. Since 
AE/(X) 
u\ e dgx{x), we see from (1.1.5) that gx{x) + gliul) =�J’ii又〉for each A G J. 
Together with gx{x) = 0 for all A G J C I{x), if follows that gl{ul) = {x, u^) for 
each A G J. 
On the other hand, (3 ^ (Jk{u*) = {x, u*) = ul). So there exist a set of 
xeJ 
real numbers {7a G M : A G J } such that 
P = and gl{ul) = ^ 7a for all A e J. 
XeJ 
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This implies that 





+ ( E txul, (2.2.25) 
Note that G epi g^  = epi this gives ^ sup .^^ ^ So multiply 
both sides by the non-negative real number A《，we obtain 
few:’ 狄）€ epi 6c. 
While for A G J\{G’ by (2.2.23), we have 
7 a � g l ( u l ) = sup{(a; ,0 -
xGX 
= s\ip{(x,u\) - {g{x),X)}. 
xex 
Multiply both sides by tx ^ 0, we have 
(2.2.26) 
which gives 
txlx�s\ip{{x,txul) - {g(x),tx • A)}, 
x€X 
{txul,txjx) e epi g；. = epi {{tx . A) o gy (2.2.27) 
Put (2.2.26) and (2.2.27) back to (2.2.24), we have 
(u*,/^)eepiS^+ ^ (2.2.28) 
Since each (tx • A) o p is a continuous function, if follows from Corollary 1.2.4 that 
E epi((tA-A)o^)* = epi( ^ = (2.2.29) 
for some X E S'^ since is a convex cone. 
(2.2.29) together with (2.2.28) gives (u*,P) e epi 6^+epi {Xog)\ which proves 
(2.2.22). • 
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2.3 Lagrange Multiplier and the Geometric Mul-
tiplier 
Our preceding analysis was primarily calculus based, while in this section, our 
development will be geometry based, by making full use of intuitive geometrical 
notations such as supporting hyperplanes and separation properties. In this way 
we could easily visualize the duality results and their proofs. 
As presented in (PQ), consider the set of all constraint-cost pairs in Y x E 
defined by M := {(咖)，f{x)) : x e dom f D C}. 
Recall that non-vertical hyperplane in y x M is characterized by some y* G 
Y\t eR\{0} and c G M: 
H{y% t,c) = {{y,r)eY xR: (y, y*) + (r, t) = c.} 
The pair {y*,t) is referred as the normal vector of H. Note that as t ^ 0, (y*,t) 
could always be normalized to (y*/t, 1), so we may assume at the beginning that 
^ = 1. The positive halfspaceH{y*c)+ and the negative halfspace H�y*, t, c)一are 
defined by replacing the above “ = “ to “ ^ “ and，，^ ” respectively. We will 
write H, H+ and H~ for short if no confusion arises. 
We say that A e 5"*" is a geometric multiplier for the primal problem (Pq) if 
and only if V{PQ) = infajgc L{x, A). 
Theorem 2.3.1. [4’ Visualization Lemma 
(i) For a point {g{x),f{x)) G M，the hyperplane passing through (g[x),f{x)) 
with normal {y*, 1) intersects the vertical axis {(0, z) : z eR} at the level 
(ii) Fix y* EY*. Then among all hyperplanes with normal {y*, 1) and having 
M contained in their non-negative half spaces, the highest attained level of 
interception with the vertical axis is inf^ec L{x,y*). 
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(iii) A is a geometric multiplier if and only if X E S^ and among all hyperplanes 
with normal (A, 1) and having M contained in their non-negative half spaces, 
the highest attained level of interception with the vertical axis is •u(O). 
Proof. The hyperplane in (i) is given by 
i / = { ( y , r ) e y x M : = {g{x), y*) + f{x) = L(x, y*)} 
Plug in y = 0, we get H intersects Z at the level r = L{x, y*). 
(ii) Let H(y\ l，c) be such that M C H+(y\ l ,c) , then 
{g{x), y*) + f{x) ^ c for all x e dom f DC. 
It follows from (i) that this happens if and only if c < inf^jgc L{x, y*). So to obtain 
the highest level of interception with Z, we should take c = infx^c 
(iii) then follows naturally from (ii). • 
Recall the definition in Section 2.2.1: for any x G g~^(—S) A C"，A e is a 
Lagrange multiplier associated with x if and only if 
+ + and {g{x),X)=0. (2.3.1) 
The following proposition shows that how the geometric multipliers are related 
to Lagrange multipliers. 
Proposition 2.3.2. [4，Proposition 6.1.1, 6.1.2, 6.2.3 
(i) If there is no duality gap, then the set of geometric multipliers is equal to 
the set of optimal dual solutions. 
(ii) If there is a duality gap, then the set of geometric multipliers is empty. 
(iii) Let X e S'^ be a geometric multiplier. Then x e is an optimal 
solution of (Po) if and only if 
L{x, A) = min L{x, A), {g{x) and A) = 0. (2.3.2) 
XE C 
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(iv) Let X G C G g~^{—S) be an optimal solution of (PQ). Then the set of 
Lagrange multipliers associated with x and the set of geometric multipliers 
coincide. 
(v) All optimal solutions of (PQ) share the same set of associated Lagrange mul-
tipliers, namely the geometric multipliers. 
Proof. Note that by definition, A e is a geometric multiplier if and only if 
V(Po) = inf L(x, A) ^ sup inf L{x, y*) = V(Do). (2.3.3) 
But as shown in (2.1.7), we see that (2.3.3) happens if and only if V{PO) = V(DQ). 
So (i) and (ii) are now clear. 
To see (iii), let x e C A 以-i(—S) be given. Then since A G is a geometric 
multiplier, we have 
m � f i x ) + {g{x),X) = L{x,\)�mfL(x,A) = V(Po). 
x€C 
So X e C n f is an optimal solution of (PQ), that is, f(X) = V(Po), if and 
only if the two equalities in (2.3.2) hold. 
(iv) Let A G be a geometric multiplier. Then by (iii), we see that (g(x), A) = 0 
and that L(x,A) = mirixGC L{x, A). But as shown in (1.3.2), the last equality 
means 
0 G d(L{-, A) + 6c){x) = d{f + Xog-\- 5c){x). 
Thus, conditions in (2.3.1) are satisfied, so A is a Lagrange multiplier associated 
with X. 
Conversely, suppose A is a Lagrange multiplier associated with x. Then f ( x ) = 
f{x) + {g{x),X) = A) = A). It follows that A is a geometric 
multiplier. 
(V) can be seen from (iv). • 
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Chapter 3 
Stable Lagrangian Duality 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we discuss stable Lagrangian duality results for cone-convex opti-
mization problems under continuous linear perturbations of the objective function 
(see [17, 24，9]) . To do this, we first present the Stable Farkas Lemma, then derive 
the main result. For simplicity, here we consider only the function constraint , 
that is , take C = X (2.1.1) and assume that / and g are continuous functions, 
and consider the special case of (PQ), namely 
Min f(x) 
(Qo) / H (3.1.1) 
subject to g{x) ^s 0. 
3.2 Stable Farkas Lemma 
Theorem 3.2.1. Stable Farkas Lemma [17, Theorem 3.1] Suppose X and Y 
are normed linear spaces and that S is a closed convex cone in Y. Let f : X ^ 
RU {+00} be a proper lower semicontinuous convex function, and let g : X — Y 
be a continuous and S-convex function with dom f A g-乂S) + 0. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
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(i) epi /* + M epi (y* o g)* is w;*-closed. 
Y*€5+ 
(ii) y X* £ X* and V a G M, the equivalence (a)分（6) holds, where 
(a) - g{x) eS=> f { x ) � ( x , x*} + a, 
and 
(b) 3A G 5+ such that/(x) + (g(x), A ) � ( x , x*} + a for all x e X. 
Remark 1: (a) in (ii) says that the affine functional A : X defined via 
A{x) = {x, X*) + a minorizes f over the constraint set while (b) in(ii) 
states that, for some A lying in the positive dual cone of S, the above A minorizes 
f + Xo g over the whole space X. 
Remark 2: Since (g{x),y*) ^ 0 whenever x 6 g~^{—S) and y* 6 5"+，it is 
easy to verify that for all x* G X* and y* e S'^ : 
in f { / ( x ) + (9(x),y*) - (x,x*)} ^ inf {f{x) — (a:,x*)}. 
xeX 
Thus, in general, (b) implies(a) in (ii). 
Proof, (ii) (i) 
Assume (ii). Pick arbitrary (u,j3) 6 epi/* + epi (y* o g)* . 
y'es+ 
We have to show that 
{ u , f 3 ) e e p i r + U epi {y*og)\ (3.2.1) 
To do so, first note that by our choice of (u,j3), there corresponds nets 
{ ( " 7 ， C epi/% { X J C and { (o ; ) ’ " ) ) } C epi(A^ o g)* such that 
+ 〜，Pi + 没 7) — (w, P). (3.2.2) 
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Note that p^�/*("7) = sup{(x, v^) - f(x)} ^ sup {{x, v^) - f{x)}, 
X€X xeg-^-S) 
and similarly that 
没 7 冲 7 ° 介 ( O 
=sup{(x,a；^) - (：!；)} 
xGX 
> sup {{x,uj^) - {g{x),Xj)} 
xeg-H-S) 
> sup 
SO we have 
> (x, 1/y + u^) - f{x) whenever x e g~^(-S). 
Making use of (3.2.2)，it follows from passing to limits that jd ^ {x,u) — f{x] 
and so 
f{x) ^ {x,u) — (3 for each x G 
Thus, by (ii) there exists \ e S^ such that 
f(x) + {g(x), A) ^ (x, u) - P for each x e X. 
But then we have ^ ( / + A o gy{u), and so 
{u,P)eepi{f + Xogy 
=ep'if* + epi (A�没)* 
where the equality follows from the semicontinuity of f and continuity of A o ^ ( 
see Proposition 1.2.4). As A G (3.2.1) is seen to hold. 
(i) (ii) Let x* G X*anda e M. By Remark 2’ to see (i) ^ (ii)，it suffices 
to show (a) (6) in (ii) under the closeness condition given by (i). 
Thus, suppose (a) in (ii) holds, namely 
fix) ^ for all x G g'^S). 
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(3.2.3) 
Let H be defined by 
H ：= epi/* + IJ epi (y* o g)* = |J (epi/* + epi(y* o g)*), 
y*es+ y'es+ 
where the equality holds because for each y* G S'^, y* og is continuous, hence by 
Corollary 1.2.4, we see that (epi/* + epi(y* o g)*) = epi {y* o g)*. 
Let the function $ be defined as in (2.1.15) with C = X, and recall its 
conjugate function that we calculated in (2.1.17). Fix (x*,^) e X* x R. 
Using (2.1.17), we note that the following equivalences hold: 
3A G r * s.t. {x\X,P) eepi^* 
分 3 ;\e5^�s . t . {x\X,(5) eepi^* 
3；\ e <S�s.t. P�{x,x*) + (gix),X) - /(.T), VX 6 X 
^ e s.t. (3 ^ - {{g{x),y*) + / (x ) ) , Vx G X 
G s.t. + 
U epi(/ + f o g)* = H. 
Therefore, H is nothing but the image of epi under the canonical projection 
from X* xY* X R. onto X* x R. 
Here we also note from the above calculation that 
P ^ for some A e {x\(3) e H. (3.2.4) 
Consider the “ marginal function” of given by 
Vixn := = (3.2.5) 
where the second equality follows because 少*(:c*’ y*) = +oo whenever y* 朱 
as mentioned in (2.1.17). We next compute the conjugate and biconjugate of 77 
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that is, the infimum is attained. (This is, of course, trivially true if r]{x*) = +00 
because then ^*{x*,y*) = +00 for all y* e Y*.) 
(2) r]**{x*) = 7]{x*) for all G X*. 
Assuming these two claims. Then we have by (3.2.3) and (3.2.6) that 
- a ^ sup {{x, X*) - fix)} = r]**{x*) = = A). 
But as Xe so - A e <S+，together with (2.1.17), we have 
- a � = sup{(x,x*} - (g(x), ( -A ) ) - f(x)}. 
x€X 




j]*(x) = sup {(a;,a;*) - inf ?/*)} 
= s u p + 
x*€X*,y*eY' 
where the last equality follows by Proposition 2.1.3. Also note that by (2.1.15): 
f(x) if x e g{x) e -S 
+00 otherwise. • 
so we have 
r)**ix*) = s\ip{{x,x*) - = sup - f{x)}. (3.2.6) 
xGX XG5-M-5) 
We claim the following: 





\ — / 本 y * 
It remains only to check the two claims. To prove (1) we may suppose that 
X* 6 dom 7]. Then by (3.2.4) and (3.2.5) we have that 
{x\r]{x*)-\--)e H for all n e N. 
n 
Taking limit, we obtain {x*,r]{x*)) G H = H. Again by by (3.2.4) and (3.2.5)， 
we have A) < vi^*) < +oo for some A € S°. It follows that A ) = 
rj(x*). This proves the first claim. 
To show that r]**{x*) = rj(x*) for all x* G X*, it suffices to see that 77 is 
proper convex and wAlower semicontinuous. Note that on one hand, by (3.2.4) 
and (3.2.5), we have H C epi" because 
^ (3^ inf = r}{x*) (x\P) G epi rj. 
y*&S° 
While on the other hand, suppose (x*,(3) • H, again by (3.2.4), we have 
(3 < for all y* e S�. (3.2.7) 
This implies 
/3 K 力 ! 。 y * ) - rjix*). (3.2.8) 
But as we have already seen in claim ⑴，(3.2.8) entails that there exists X E S° 
such that 
r]{x*) = ^*{x\X) = 
Together with (3.2.7), we see that (3 < r/(a:*), which implies [x*. (5)朱 epiij, so we 
also have epi rj C H. Thus we obtain that epirj = H and hence epi rj is w*-c\osed 
because H is so. Therefore 7] is w*-\owei semicontinuous. 
For convexity of r/，we pick arbitrary (u, s),(v, t) e epi rj. Then 3 A ,^ e 
such that s ^ r]{u) = A )^ and t ^ r]{v) = So for any /? e [0, 
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one has by the convexity of that 
r]{(3u + ( 1 - (3)v) ^ 卿u + ( 1 - (5K + ( 1 - (5)K) 
• > 人 ) + ( 1 - 解 ( 2 ； 入 ） 
= 胁 ) + ( 1 - / ? ) • ) . 
The properness of 77 follows easily from that of Thus, being a proper convex 
lower-semicontinuous function, we have that 77 = if* by (1.1.3). This completes 
the whole proof. • 
• 
In particular, by taking f = 0, g = T e B(X, V), and denoting the adjoint 
operator of T by T*, we give a quick proof for the following corollary of the 
preceding theorem. 
Corollary 3.2.2. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) T*(5+) is w*-closed. 
(ii) X* E X* the equivalence (a)分(b) holds, where 
(a) - T x e S ^ {x,x*) ^ 0 
and 
(b) 3A 6 5+ such that T*\ = x* 
Proof. With f=0 and g = T, it is easy to verify that (ii) here is the same as 
Theorem 3.2.1(ii). Further, for / = 0，we have epi f* = {0} x 1R+，and so 




{ x \ P ) e U e p i ( y * � T ) * 
y'es+ 
eS+ such that ^ (y* o Ty{x*) 
^ 3y* e such that (3�(x, x*) - (y* oT){x)yxeX 
3y* e such that and x* = y* oT = T* o y* 
This shows that epi / * + |J epi {y* o Ty=T*{S+) x R+. Hence Theorem 3.2.1 
y*£S+ 
(i) holds if and only if T*{S'^) is uAdosed . The required equivalence then follows 
from Theorem 3.2.1. • 
For the finite dimensional case, here we take X = M", Y = R^. Then by 
identifying a linear operator T G with its matrix representation A G 
M爪xn(股)，and T* G with its matrix representation A^ e M^xmW ( 
all under the standard bases), we derive the classical Farkas lemma as follows. 
Corollary 3.2.3. [Classical Farkas Lemma] Let A G M爪xnW. Then for any 
c e R打，one and only one of the following two systems is solvable: 
(i) Solve for a; e such that < ^ ' ; 
{x, c) > 0 
(ii) Solve for y eW^ such that A^y = c. 
Proof. Taking S = R^. Then clearly S+ = Noting that is finitely 
generated, the closeness condition (i) in Corollary 3.2.2 is automatically satisfied 
(see [1, Corollary 5.68]), so we get the equivalence described in (ii) of Corollary 
3.2.2. Note that the insolvability of (i) means 
Ax eS=^ {x,c) ^ 0. (3.2.9) 
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Then by denoting x* = —c and T = —A , we see that (3.2.9) is exactly condition 
(a) Corollary 3.2.2(ii), while (ii) is exactly condition (b) in Corollary 3.2.2(ii). 
Thus, we obtain the classical Farkas Lemma. • 
For another interesting way to revisit the classical Farkas Lemma, we first 
prove a lemma: 
Lemma 3.2.4. [27，Lemma 2.4.1] Let X and Y be normed linear spaces, T e 
B{X, y ) . Let P g X and Q C y be closed convex cones. Define K := {x e P \ 
Tx e Q} = P n T- i (Q) . Then K � = (P° + . 
Proof, rre (P�+ T*(Q°))° 
分 Vp* G G it holds that 
+ T*�g*�= (x,p*} + {x, T * � ( f � = (x,p*} + {Tx,q*} < 0 
(x,Tx) e (P�X Q � y 二 尸。。X Q � � = P X Q 
So K � = + = 
Here we used twice the Bipolar Theorem , and note that closed convex cones 
P and Q are weak closed. • 
Then by putting X = = P = X,Q = and T = A, we have 
,K = 尸。= { 0 } and Q � = Apply Lemma 3.2.4’ we have K � = 
= Again, the w*-closure is redundant as is finitely 
generated, hence closed. 
Thus, (i) in Corollary 3.2.3 reads c e K�while (ii) in Corollary 3.2.3 reads 
c ^ K°. So the classical Farkas Lemma states nothing but any vector c G M" 
could either lies in K° or does not lie in K°, but not both. 
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3.3 Stable Duality 
With the aid of stable Farkas lemma, V. Jeyakumar et al. derived the following 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a stable duality result for a cone convex 
optimization problem that holds for each continuous linear perturbation of the 
objective function in [17 . 
Theorem 3.3.1. [17, Theorem 4.1] Suppose X and Y are normed linear spaces 
and S is a closed convex cone in Y. Let f : X ^ RU { + 0 0 } be a proper lower 
semicontinuous convex function, and let g : X — Y be a continuous and S-convex 
function with domf A (S) + 0. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) epi /* + M epi {y* o g)* is w;*-closed. 
y*es+ 
(ii) For each x* E X*, it holds that 
inf j m - = m^ inf { / � + (g(x),y*} - (x,x*)}. (3.3.1) 
Proof. Comparing with Theorem 3.2.1, we only need to show that (ii) here holds 
if and only if Theorem 3.2.1(ii) holds for all x* € and a G M. 
First assume (ii). Let x* € X* and a G M be such that f{x)�{x,x*) + a for 
all a: G 9 - \ - S ) . Then 
inf {f(x) - (x,x*)} ^ a. 
xeg-H-s) 
Thus, (ii) ensures the existence of A € 5+ such that 
i 链 { / � + — (a：,a:*)} = inf Jf{x) — (x,x*}} ^ a. 
Therefore (a) (b) in Theorem 3.2.1(ii), while the converse implication was 
given in Remark 2 of that theorem. Thus Theorem 3.2.1(ii) holds. 
Thus Theorem 3.2.1(ii) holds. Let G X* be given. We have to show (3.3.1). 
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Since (g(x),y*) < 0 whenever y* e and x 6 we have 
mi{f{x) + {g{xl\)-{x,x*)} (3.3.2) 
XTA 
< inf J / W + � " � ’ A � - (3.3.3) 
^ inf { / ( x ) - ( x , x * ) } f o r a l l y* e S^. (3.3.4) 
Thus to verify (3.3.1), we may assume that 7 := infa-gg-i(_5){f{x) — {x, x*) > - 0 0 . 
(Otherwise (3.3.1) trivially holds with both sides being - 0 0 . ) Then by Theorem 
3.2.1 (ii), there exists A e 5"+ such that 
f{x) + {g{x), A) ^ {x, X*) + 7 for all x e X , 
That is, 
x£X 
Combining this with (3.3.4), we see that the equality (3.3.1) holds with both sides 
equal to 7. This proves (ii). 
• 
III the following, we present a necessary and sufficient condition for the min-
max duality. To do so, we first derive a technical lemma. For each x e X, let the 
set rig be defined as 
Ug{x) := {u* ex* :{u\{x,u*))e U epi(y*og)*} . (3.3.5) 
y*£S+ 
Lemma 3.3.2. Let X, Y, 5, / , g be as in Theorem 3.3.1 and ng(a;) be defined by 
(3.3.5) for each x e X. Then for all x 6 it holds that 
(i) n , � C N g - � — s树 , 
(ii) n沒Or) = {u* e X* : 3 y* e S+ with {g{x),y*) = 0 such that u* e 
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Proof. For (i), let u* G Then there exists X e S'^ such that {x,u*) ^ 
(A o 介 ⑷ ’ so 
�0：’ w * � > sup{�2/’ l O — ( A � " ) ( " ) } 
y€X 
> sup {(2/,u*) -
ye 厂 
> sup {(y,u*}}. 
yeg-H-S) 
Thus, u* e and so ng(a;) C 
(ii) Let u* G n“a;) and x G g~^{—S). Take A as in the proof for (i). In 
particular, as x £ one has 
(工,u*) ^ sup{{y,u*) - (Xog){y)} 
y£X 
> sup {{y,u*) - {g(y),X)} 
y&g-'i-S) 
^ {oo,u*) — {g{x),X) ^ {x,u*). 
This forces to {g(x), A) = 0, while the first inequality in the above displayed 
estimates implies that u* G d{\og){x). Simply tracing back these arguments, the 
converse inclusion follows similarly. • 
Theorem 3.3.3. [17, Theorem 4.2] Let f : X RU { + 0 0 } be a proper lower 
semicontinuous convex function, and let g : X — Y be a continuous and S-convex 
function. Suppose that f is continuous at some point in dom fr[g~^{S) and that 
for each x* e X*, — is attained when it is finite. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) df{x) + Ng-i(_s)(oo) = df(x) + for each x G dom/ n ^tH—^O. 
(ii) For each x* e X* with - x*){x) E E, it holds that 
⑷-〈“^ 乂 ” = 货 i终“⑷+〈"⑷，"*〉一〈尤乂 >}. 
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Proof. (i)=>(ii) Assume (i). Let x* G X* be given, let x G dom f A i(->S) 
be such that fix) — {x,x*) = min { / ( x ) — {x,x*)}. Then by the optimality 
xeg-^i-S) 
condition in (1.3.2)，we have 
By assumption, f is continuous at a point in dom and x* is continuous 
on X , so as mentioned in Corollary 1.3.2, the subdifferential splits twice into: 
0 G - X* + = df{x) + d(-X* + V i ( - s ) ) � 
where the last equality holds by Theorem 1.4.3(i). Thus, x* € df{x)-]-Ng-i(^_s){x). 
Together with (i)，we have x* G df{x) + Hence from Lemma 3.3.2(ii), 
there exists A G with {g{x),X} = 0 such that 
X* edf{x) + d{Xog){x). 
Thus, for each y G X, it holds that 
{y - % X*) < m + {givl A) - m — {^(x), A) = f{y) + (g(y), A) - / (x ) , 
and so {y - x, x*) < f(y) - f{x) for all y G g~\-S). Thus, we see that 
m - ^ mUfiy) + {g{y),X) - (y,x*)} 
y£X 
^ sup mi{f{y) + {9{y),y'')-{y,x*)} 
y*£S+ y^^ 
^ sup inf J f { y ) + {9{y),f)-{y.x*)} 
^ inf Af{y)-{y.xn} = f{x)-(x,x*). 
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Hence all inequalities in the above displayed estimates are actually equalities. 
This gives 
min {f{x) - {x,x*)} = max ini {f{x) {g{x),y*) - {x,x*)}. 
xeg-H-S) y*eS+ x£X 
Suppose (ii) holds. Let x G dom / fl g~^{—S). Then by Lemma 
3.3.2(i), we have 
df{x) + n,(x) C df{x) + 
To show the reverse inclusion is also true, let x* G df{x) + Ng—i�—s�(pc�. We have 
to show that 
e df{x) + rigOr). (3.3.6) 
To do this, note that there exists u* G df{x) and v* G Ng-i�_s�(^x) such that 
X* = u* -\-v*. Thus, 
(y - X, u*) ^ f(y) - fix) for all y e X 
{y-x,v*)^0 for all y e g-\-S). 
Adding the above two together, we obtain 
(y-x,u^ + v*)^f{y)-f{x) for all y e 
that is, f{x) - {x,x*) = mmy^g-^_s){f{y) _�2/，冗*〉}. Thus by (ii), there exists 
X e S'^ such that 
m — 二 ⑷ + {9{y)A} — (3.3.7) 
yGA 
Note that x G dom/ n f gives {g{x), A) ^ 0, so 
m + {9{x\\) - ^ fix) - {x,x*) ‘ f(x) + {g{x)^} 一 
this forces {g{x), A) = 0. With this fact in hand, we can rearrange the terms in 
(3.3.7) to get (y - x,x*} = inf^^x{/(?/) + - ( / ( x ) + � “ � ’ A〉)}，which 
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means x* G d[f + A o g){x). Again, by the continuity assumption, this can be 
further split into x* e d{f){x)-\-d{\og)[x). Then by Lemma 3.3.2(ii), we conclude 
that X* e df{x) + which is (3.3.6). • 
By taking / = 0 in the above theorem, we get a necessary and sufficient con-
dition for min-max duality for the cone convex optimization constraint problems 
with linear objective functions: 
Corollary 3.3.4. Let g : X — Y be a continuous and S-convex function with 
g~^{S) + 0. Suppose for each x* e X* , inf {( - x,x*>} is attained when it 
xGg-i(-S) 
is finite. Then the following statements are equivalent:-
(i) Ng-i�—s��x) = rigOc) for each x e g~\-S). 
(ii) For each x* G X* with inf {( - x, x*)} G IR, it holds that 
min {{x,x*)} = max inf y*) + {x,x*)}. 
xeg-^{-S) y*£S+ xeX 
Remark :In general, we cannot 'cancel' the df{x) on both sides of (i) to 
have Ng-i(一s)(oc) = For example, take X = Y = R, S = R+ and f{x)= 
^{-oo,0](3：)，g{x) 二 [max{0’a:}]2. Thus, g~'^{-S) = ( - o o , 0]. Clearly, 0 G dom/n 




Sequential Lagrange Multiplier 
Conditions 
4.1 Introduction 
In the preceding chapters we have seen several constraint qualifications that en-
sure the existence of a Lagrange multiplier is not only sufficient, but also nec-
essary in characterizing optimality. However, the constraint qualifications may 
sometimes fail to satisfy. To overcome this, various modified Lagrange multiplier 
conditions without a constraint qualification have been studied (see [6，7，19 
and the references therein). In this chapter we will firstly present a set of ele-
gant sequential Lagrange multiplier conditions without constraint qualifications 
and then see how they are related with the Lagrange multiplier theories in the 
classical sense. Numerical examples will be given to illustrate the significance of 
the sequential Lagrange Multiplier. For simplicity, we still consider (QQ) given 
in (3.1.1) in this chapter. As part of our results are derived using the Ekeland 
variational principle, we assume X is a reflexive Banach space. 
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4.2 The Sequential Lagrange Multiplier 
Theorem 4.2.1. [19, Theorem 3.1] LetxeK = g-\-S) be feasible . Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(i) X is an optimal solution to (Qo). 
(ii) 3u* e df(x) such that {x, u*) ^ {x,u*) for all x G g-\—S). 
Cm) 
3 G df{x) such that {-u\-{x,u*)) e |J cpi (A o g)* . (4.2.1) 
xes+ 
(iv) 3u* e df{x) such that 
{-u\-{xX))e U U U {z%{x,z*) + e-{g{x)^)) . (4.2.2) 
〔V) 3 u* e df{x), nets { e j C R+ with e^ — 0，{AJ C S+ and {z*J C Jp 
such that 
zl G de丄K�9){x) for each a; (4.2.3) 
u* + 2； — 0 in X*- (4.2.4) 
and {g{x),Xa) 0 m R. (4.2.5) 
Proof. Firstly, assume (i) holds, that is, 
xeg-\-S)Jix)= min f{x). (4.2.6) 
Then by continuity of /，we have 
oed{f + = dfix) + aVi(-s)�. 
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But this means there exists u* 6 df(x) A — ( 一 T h e n (ii) holds as for 
any x G g~^{-S)\ {x — x, -u*) ^ 5g-i(_s)(:r) — 6g-i(^_s)(x) = 0. 
Conversely assume that (ii) holds. Let u* e df(x) be such that (x, u*) ^ {x,u*) 
for all X G g~\-S). Then for each x e we have 0 ^ {x - x, u*) ^ 
f{x) — f{x), so we see that ^ is a optimal solution for {Qo). 
Secondly, suppose (ii) is true. Then we have x E g~^{—S). According to 
Lemma 2.2.2 (i): ( 0 , -1 ) ^ T"'. If (-u\-(x,u*)) • UAGS+ ^pi (Ao^/)*。*，then 
using exactly the same argument as demonstrated in Lemma 2.2.2(ii)，we have the 
line segment connecting (—li*, - ( x , u*)) and (0，一1) ’ denoted by 
B := {e{-u\-(x,u')) + (1 - [ 0 ， 1 ] } ’ 
is disjoint from UAe«s+ epi (A o g)* • Again, by applying [11，see Theorem 3.9] ’ 
we have the two sets are strict separated by some G A^  x M in the sense 
that 
( a ; , + f o r all e [J epi (A o g)* , 
(x, -eu*) + P{-e(x, u*))-{-0-l) <0 for all Oe [0,1]. (4.2.7) 
In particular, take 9 = 0, then jS > 0. As demonstrated in Lemma 2.2.2 (i) 
part, we can see € While by taking 0 = 1’ in (4.2.7), we have 
-{x,u*) - P{x,u*)) < 0, which means ( - < {x,u*)). But this contradicts 
(ii). So u*)) e epi {Xog)*""，which is (hi). 
While if (hi) holds, then there exists u* G df{x), z* ^ -u* and r^ ^ ^ -{x, u*) 
such that {XaOgYiZa) ^ ra for each a. Thus, {x,z*J-{g{x),Xa) ^ 二 < 
fa, or equivalently, (x, z；) ^ r^ + {g{x), X^) for all x e Taking limit on 
both sides, we obtain (x, u*) ^ (x,u*) for all x e which gives (ii). 
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The equivalence between (i) and (iv) follows that of (i) and (iii) and Propo-
sition 1.2.5. 
Finally, we show that (i) is equivalent to (v). 
Suppose (V) is true. Let u* 6 df(^) and the nets { e � } Q 股 +，{Aa} ^ and 
G d e ^ ( X a � b e as described in the theorem. Then we have 
a 
which gives (4.2.2)，and hence (4.2.6) holds. 
While assuming (4.2.6). Then (4.2.2) also holds. By definition, there corre-
sponds nets {Aa} C {€«} C ]R+ and z^ e de^{Xa�g){x) such that 
-u\-(x,u*)) 二 lim(2；二 ( 〈 茫 ， + e �一 (g{x),Xa)). (4.2.8) 
But this simply means 
•u* = lim z* 
and 
—〈元 u*) = lim {x, zl) + ea — {g(x), 
On the other hand, treat x as a vector in X**, we have 
-{x, u*) = {x, lim z^) = lim {x, z； 
a a 
Comparing with (4.2.10), we see that 
(4.2.9) 
(4.2.10) 
lim(ea - {g{x),Xa)) = 0. (4.2.11) 
Note that e^  > 0 and {g{x),Xa) ( 0 for all a, this forces linia e^ = 0 and 
lima {g(x),Xa) 二 0. Thus, the sequential conditions in the theorem is fulfilled. 
• 
Remark: In comparison with Theorem 2.2.1(b), (4.2.3) and (4.2.4) is a e-
subdifferential reformulation of the condition 0 e d(f-\-Xog)(x), while (4.2.5) is a 
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generalization to the complimentary slackness condition {g{x), A) = 0. However, 
below we give a example to show that this e-subdifferential treatment is essential 
and could not be replaced by the usual subdifferential of the constraint function 
9-
Example 4.2.2. Take X = MD Y = R, S = R+. Consider 
Min f{x,y) := x 
subject to g(x, y) := \/x^ + — y ^ 0. 
The feasible set is given by = g-\-S) = { (x,y) e R^ : x = ^ 0}, and 
clearly x = (0,1) is an optimal solution. And by direct computation: 
时 间 二 f l { (m,n) G ： ((a;,y) - (o, 1), (m,n)) ^ x } = {(1,0)} , 
On the other hand, let A > 0 be fixed. Then for any (m,n) E d(Ao g)(x), it must 
hold that for all (x, y) G : 
y) - (0，1)，(m, n)> ^ - y). (4.2.12) 
In particular, ((0,y) - (0,1), {m,n)) ^ 0 for all y e E which forces n = 0, 
while if m > 0，then (4.2.12) is violated by {x,y) = (A, if m < 0，then 
(4.2.12) is violated by {x,y) = (m, So we also have m = 0. Thus we can see 
d{\ o 9){x) = { (0,0)} for all X e S+ = R+. Hence that (1,0) e df{x), but 
"(1,0)^ U diXog){x). 
AeK+ 
While using the preceding result, we could derive the following result ensuring 
that the u* e d{x) we select from df{x) could be weak*-ly approximated by some 
z* G d ( X a � w h e r e x^ converges to x in norm. More precisely: 
Theorem 4.2.3. [19’ Theorem 3.2] Let x e K = g-'^{-S) be feasible . Then 
X is an optimal solution to (PQ) if and only if there exists u* G df{x), nets 
{xa} C X with II - X II— 0，{A^} C S+ and {v；} C such that 
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v^ e d{Xa o 州a^a) for each a, (4.2.13) 
+ < ^(Hn (4.2.14) 
and {g{xa),Xa) ^ 0 in R. (4.2.15) 
To prove this theorem, we need to recall the Ekeland variational principle 
given in 14 
Lemma 4.2.4. Let X be a Banach space and h : X ——E U {oo} be a lower 
semicontinuous function. For any e > 0, ifx e X is such that 
h{x) < inf h{x) + e, 
XGX 
then for any A > 0，there exists z ^ X with || z — x A such that 
丨“⑷-“⑷ l ^ e 
and 
h{z) < h{x) + 6 丨丨 for all X e X\{x}. 
A 
With the aid of the Ekeland variational principle, we could prove the following 
version of Brondsted-Rockafellar theorem, which plays a crucial role in the proof 
of Theorem 4.2.3. 
Lemma 4.2.5. [29, Theorem 1.3] Let X be a Banach space and f : X > 
RU{oo} be a lower semicontinuous function. For any e > 0, x G X and z* e de(x) 
，there exists e X x X* with \\ x^-x y/e and || u* - z* jj^ \/e such 
that I - f{x) - {x, - x,v*) K 2e and v* G df{x,). 
Proof. By definition of e-subdifferential, we have 
{x — X , z,�^ / ( X ) - / ( J ) + e for all X G X 
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Denote h{x) := f{x) — {x, z*). Then we observe that x is such that 
h{x) < inf h{x) + e. 
AT 
Hence apply the Ekeland variational principle to h at x with A = -^e > 0, we 
obtain G x + ^/e Bx such that 
I /^rce) - h{x) 1=1 fix,) + (a:,, tT) - f{x) + (x, z*) e (4.2.16) 
and for all a; G X , it holds that 
fi^e) - {xe^z*) = h{x,) 
= f(x)-(x,z*} + V^llx-x, 11. 
That is: 
�0； - Xe, z*} ^ {fix) ( / � + | 丨). 
So 
+ II - -x , IIKO. 
By continuity of || • — x^ ||, the subdifferential splits: 
d i f + II • - I I ) � = d f { x , ) + d{yfl II • - I I ) � = d f � + V i Bx. 
So there exists v* e df{x,) such that || v*-z* y/e. Together with (4.2.16), 
we see that 
f⑷-fix) - (x,—宏’2：*〉I + I〈J，^；* - z*) I 
^ e + v/ex/e 
^ 2e. 
The lemma is thus proved. • 
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Now we are ready to prove Theorem 4.2.3. 
Proof. Suppose x is an optimal solution to (Pq). Let u* G df{x), {e^} Q M. 
{AcJ C and z: G o g)(x) be described as in Theorem 4.2.3. Then we 
must have u* + z^ ~ ^ 0，{g{x), A^) — 0 and e^  — 0. 
If ea > 0, then thanks to Lemma 4.2.5，there exists x^^ e X and v*^ 6 d{\a o 
satisfying || v ^ , || < — < y / ^ and that 
I�POcJ，Aa�- {g{x),K) - {X,^ - X, O 2ea. 
While if Ea = 0, simply take x^^ = x and v^ = z*. 
Thus, as €a 0, we see that || x^ ^ - x 0, || v^ - z* ||-> 0. This further 
implies u* + v* ~ ~ 0 and {x^^ - x,v^) —>• 0, and hence — 0. So 
u* e df{x), {xe^} C X, {At^} C S^ and those v*^ G o serve the 
required conditions . 
Suppose u* G df{x), { A J C {x^} C X and v*^ G d(X�")(工e ) 
satisfies u* + v* ~ ~ 0 , \  x^ - x ||—> 0 and {g{xa), Xa) 一 0. On one hand, as 
mentioned in (1.1.5)，we have 
( A � # : ) = � : ^ « ’ < � - 〈 P O O人〉， 
and hence 
K,〈工《，O - { Q M , Aa)) e epi (A« O (4.2.17) 
On the other hand, || - x 0, v* ~~^ -u* and (g(Xa), A^) — 0 gives 
— {g{Xa):K) — (4.2.18) 
(4.2.17) and (4.2.17) together gives {-u\-{x,u*)) e Uag5+ epi (Ao^O* . And 
by (4.2.1)，this means x is an optimal solution. • 
Below we give a example in which a sequential Lagrange multiplier exists but 
the usual KKT conditions in (2.2.2) is not satisfied at an optimal solution. 
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Example 4.2.6. Take X = Y = R , S = R+. Consider 
Min f{x) := -X 
subject to g[x) \= (max{0,a;})^ ^ 0. 
The feasible set is K = g~^{—S) = (—00,0], and clearly x = 0 is an optimal 
solution, and df(0) = {1}, while dg(0) = {0}. So x = 0 is an optimal solution 
but not a KKT point. While for the sequence {An} = n，let Xn := 士 . Then we 
have 
0 = —1+ lim 2An^r^edf(0) + d(AnOg)(xn) 
and 
lim {g(xn,Ari) = lim — = 0. 
H + 00 n—^+oo 4n 
Thus , {An} = n is a sequential Lagrange multiplier for x = 0. 
4.3 Application in Semi-Infinite Programs 
Recall that in the study of the Basic Constraint Qualification (section 2.2.3)，we 
see that the feasible solution set for the cone convex system 
K = g-'(-S) = (x e X : g(x) 0} 
is equal to that of the inequality system 
{xeX: gx{x) = {g{x), A) ^ 0 for all A E 5+} . (4.3.1) 
Dually, given a system of inequalities r = {hj{x) ^ 0 : j e J} where J is an 
arbitrary index set and for all j G J, /IJ : X M. is convex and continuous, we 
can reformulate r into the cone convex system 
h{x) e -Ri (4.3.2) 
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in the sense that a and (4.3.2) share the same feasible solution set. Here we 
adopt the definitions in [13] that = JJ M is the product space endowed with 
the product topology, 5 = acts as the closed convex cone and for each x e X, 
j e J, and h{x) : J —^  R is defined coordinatewisely via h(x){j) = hj(x). 
In literature, the inequality system r is called semi-infinite if either X is finite 
dimensional or the number of inequalities in r is finite. In this section we take 
X = M"' and mainly focus on semi-infinite programs involving countable infinitely 
many inequalities (J = N) . Written in the cone convex form : 
Min fix) (SIP) K � 
subject to h{x) G -M^, 
Here we take in {PQ): Y = the closed convex cone S = 
The dual cone of 5 = M^ could be represented by (see[19] and [13]) 
(4.3.3) 
八二（《)+ = (4.3.4) 
A = (n，厂2，r"3，…）：r^ j > 0 for all j 6 N, 
Tj = 0 for all but finitely many j 
� X 
An analogs result of Corollary 2.2.4 for characterizing optimal solution for the 
(SIP) was shown in [13]: 
Theorem 4.3.1. [13, Theorem 5.5] Suppose cone{Uj^fiepi h*) is closed. Then 
X e X is a minimizer of the {SIP) if and only if there exists u* G df{x) and 
X = [X)j G A such that 
0 e df{x) + ^ Xjdhjix) (4.3.5) 
jeN 
and 
Xjhj{x) = 0 for all JEN. (4.3.6) 
Proof. Note that for X = the u;*-topology on X* = {W)* coincide with the 
norm-topology on R", so comparing with Corollary 2.2.4, if we take C = X = 
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in (2.2.4), then it remains only to show that 
T = [ J epi {y* o h)* = cone{\\ epi h*). 
y*e(R 工)+ j€N 
Let V e ir^+i. Then veT= |J epi (y* o h)* if and only if 
(4.3.7) 
(4.3.8) 3y* e A such that v e epi {y* oh)*. 
According to (4.3.4), we see (4.3.8) is equivalent to 
3J C N with I J |< oo and a collection of positive real numbers {y* : j e Jj 
such that V G epi y* • hj)*. (4.3.9) 
By assumption, gj is continuous for all j G N, so by Corollary 1.2.4, we have 
epi ( E yj • = E epi iVj ."力* = T X j . epi 
j^J jeJ j£j 
Hence by definition, (4.3.9) means exactly that v E cone((Jj.en epi h*). 
This proves (4.3.7). • 
We shall see in Example 4.3.3 that the constraint qualification in the above 
theorem may not always hold, so the following S = version of Theorem 4.2.1 
and Theorem 4.2.3 was developed. Note that X = is finite dimensional, the 
net conditions could be replaced by sequences. 
Theorem 4.3.2. [19，Theorem 5.2] For the problem {SIP), and x e X, the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) X is a minimizer of (SIP). 
(ii) There exists u G df{x), sequences {A^} C A, {e^} C R+ and {i;fc} C W 
such that Vk G 这知（A o h)(x) for all A: G N, and 
efc ^ 0, II ti + Vk I卜 0， 
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(Afc o h){x) = {h{x), Xk) = — 0 as k — +00. 
j G N 
(iii) There exists u e df{x), sequences {入知} C A, {xfc} C E" and {”&} C E" 
such that Vk G d{Xk�h){xk) for all k eN, and 
II + H O , 
(Afc o h){xk) = (h{xk), Xk) = ^{>^k)jhj{xk) 0 05 k +00. 
jen 
Example 4.3.3. [19, Example 5.2] Consider the SIP: 
Min f(x,y) = + y 
(4.3.10) 
subject to h{x,y) = (/ifc(工，2/))fceN € - M ^ , 
where hi{x,y) = x, " 2 (工，= y , K{x,y) = f — y for A; = 3,4，5.... 
The feasible solution set is given by 
K = P i {(a;, 2/) e ： hk{x,y) < 0 } = {(x^y) = 0 } . 
K£N 
Clearly, Slater's condition (2.2.1) fails to satisfy. Also by direct computation, we 
see that 
( p - 1 , 0 ) Gepi hlioT all A: = 3’4，5-..， 
hence (去，-1,0) € cone(Uj胡 epi h*); but the limit point 
Q = - 1 , 0 ) = (0 , -1 ,0 ) • cone(|J epi h;), 
—°° jGN 
thus the closed cone constraint qualification fails. 
By considering the support function 
(7/^(m’n)= sup m • X = 
x^0,y=0 
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0 = m • 0 if m ^ 0 
+00 if m < 0 
we see from Theorem 2.2.7 that the basic constraint qualification could not help in 
characterizing optimal solutions of this problem too. Here comes the significance 
of our sequential approach. 
Let Ai = A2 = (0,0,--- ,0 ,0 , - - - ) and 入 k = (0,0，…，0，1 + 去，0，…）for k = 
3’ 4，5，.••，where the only nonzero entry (1 + occurs at the fc 认 place. 
It is easy to verify that 
+ 1 
Vk ^ , - l - Y ) e d i ( A k o h ) ( 0 , 0 ) for all k E N, k ‘ k卜、 
lim -Vk = { 0 , l ) e d f ( 0 , 0 ) 
k—*oo 
and that 
(^?(0,0),Afc) = 0 for all keN. 
Thus, the above defining {Afej^ gf^  serves as a sequential Lagrange multiplier at 
the optimal solution. 
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List of Symbols 
Mx- unit ball in 
Mx*- dual unit ball in X* 
Let ^ C X 
A - closure of A 
5a - the indicator function of A 
(Ta - the support function of A 
A° - the polar cone of A 
A'^ - the dual cone of A 
aff^ - affine hull of ^ 
bd A -boundary of A 
CO A - convex hull of A 
cone A - convex cone hull of A 
int A - interior of A 
span A - linear hull of A 
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